






THE BUILDING

Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet is designed by Gülab Architecture & Construction,

best known for its artistic touch in hotel designs in Azerbaijan.

The hotel blends features of Seljuk and Ottoman architecture,

and boasts a magnificent panorama of Istanbul

for its guests' viewing pleasure.

Looking back on the timeline of the Sultanahmet Neighborhood,

The Gülab crew envisioned a building 

that not only fits well with the Historical Peninsula's architectural legacy,

but also leaves an imprint of lasting effect for the future.

This was made possible with an utmost conformity to

highest international standards and application of cutting-edge technology.

To ensure earthquake resistance, concrete that is frequently used in

dam constructions was applied in our entirely renovated building.

The outer facade of the hotel with a myriad of fine craftsmanship manifestations

was clad in marble by renowned masters themselves. 



The ground floor and the lobby of Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet

features a special ornament applied by Gülab Architecture & Construction.

The pillars were built with four masses of marble blocks instead of working

with small pieces. These marble blocks stretch all the way

from the ground floor up to the ceiling.

The solid Marmara marble of the pillars that greet you at the hotel entrance

makes further appearances in the lobby, the mezzanine, bathrooms,

spa, and the Turkish baths as well.

THE LOBBY



DELUXE ROOM

The deluxe rooms at Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet feature solid walnut furniture

and Persian silk rugs.

With Sinan inspired ceramic bathroom tiles,

solid Marmara marbles, hammam-style bathrooms and marble basins,

these rooms reflect a refined taste of the past in a present setting.

Each room is individualized by a touch of quality tapestry,

turquoise and ochre yellow gilded ceiling work.

LED lighting options in the rooms allow to adjust the light

to guest needs; while other ergonomic details

make sure your stay with us is a gratifying one.



FAMILY SUITE

Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet offers 7 family suites,
245 m  each with two separate luxurious rooms.

These two rooms are connected by a single door with other

rooms on the floor, and can be easily converted into a merged apartment.

The door of exquisite craftsmanship

makes up the most remarkable detail of the family suite.

Our homelike velvet camelhair sofas, solid walnut furniture,

and headboards with Seljuk motifs will help you get another

glimpse of the past and live in the luxury of today.

These tailor-made family suites ensure privacy and comfort of your home,

and will turn your stay into a memorable experience. 



CORNER SUITE

All the six corner suites at the Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet, each
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with a total area of 45 m are decorated in purple, lilac

and eau-de-nil shades. Comfortable Ottoman couches

perfectly reflect the Ottoman sitting-culture,

mother-of-pearl inlay armchairs that will take you on a journey to the past,

and the walnut furniture with Seljuk motifs will win your hearts

through and through. Bathrooms feature unique ceramic tiles

that are inspired by many historical artifacts

found in Istanbul and are supported by solid marbles

one could only find in glorious palaces.

These rooms are fully equipped with features and appliances

to serve your comfort.



SULTAN SUITE

The Sultan Suite at Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet will make you feel like a personage in a well-known story.

Gülab Architecture & Construction designed and decorated this room with inspiration from

One Thousand and One Nights, where the famous Queen Scheherazade tells the King Shahriyar 

a different story every night to stay alive. The exquisite hand-carved ceiling work and most

of the furniture are, to a great extent handmade, and exclusively designed for the Sultan Suite.
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The Sultan Suite extends over a 120 m  surface and is made up of living 3 areas,

and a prominent bathroom. The first area dominated by maroon shades is conceived as the dining area.

The bedroom with its green tones is there to make you wonder at its fine woodcarving,

and the living room with its brown colors promises the relaxation you always wished for.

Walking down the hallway, the carved wood wardrobes remind of mythical fairy tales.

The spectacular bathroom awaiting you at the end of the hallway mesmerizes with its turquoise tiles,

twin marble basins and copper sinks. The hot tub, sauna

and the shower area as well are designed with a taste for nobility as the modest tiles will show. 

The panoramic view of Istanbul and the sea through the arched windows

of the Sultan Suite will bestow a beauty of an unforgettable kind... 



Z F RAN RESTAURANTE E

Through a perfect blend of Azerbaijan and Anatolia's rich cultures,

Restaurant proudly sources ingredients from local growers.Zeferan 

Since seasonality is fundamental for our restaurant,

the menus are therefore prepared with sustainable and artisan products

and a zero-waste approach is adopted at all times.

Chef Ramin Nuriyev's emphasizes the major role of pastry and bakery

in the Azerbaijani cuisine. While this cuisine bears similarities with Turkish food,

the Azerbaijani cuisine is much more diverse in rice culture and offers

a wide array of over 50 types of rice dishes. 

Azerbaijani cuisine likewise enjoys vegetable and pickle roasts,

an abundance of greens and meat, be it a savory or sweet dish.

Each meal appeals thus to both the eyes and the soul.

It is not only the food at  that is ambitious: the decoration too makesZ�f�ran

a statement. The restaurant proves to be a splendid and exquisite place

with its amber lighting and traces of traditional Turk-Islamic art.
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SUKKARI PATISSERIE

Sukkari Patisserie at the Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet

showcases a selection of cakes, sweets and bakery

typically found in Ottoman and Turkish cuisines,

in addition to a wide variety of teas and coffees.

To make sure you enjoy a cup of legendary Turkish coffee,

we freshly grind the Turkish coffee beans,

brew the coffee according to your taste,

and serve it in a traditional Turkish coffee set.

For an authentic tea ritual

with a special teapot collection by Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet,

you are invited to our “special tea servings”

where you can learn about multiple brewing techniques

in a truly historical fashion. 



MEETING ROOMS

We invite you to unique and productive business meetings at

Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet's comfortable, efficient and serene meeting rooms.

Amber Meeting Room is located at the Mezzanine level of

Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet. Designed to cater to all your business meeting needs,

the Amber Meeting Room is decorated with distressed wood floorings

and bare furniture to maximize concentration during your gatherings.

Located at the top floor of Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet,

The Meeting Room allows you to contemplate a viewŞ�rq 

of the historical peninsula and the sea.

While one wall of the room is covered by Turkish carpet prints,

the other three feature complete floor to ceiling glass windows that

make you feel like in the center of this magnificent scenery.

Barcovision projectors, quality sound system, automated windows

and blinds add to the comfort and convenience

Meeting Room has to offer.Ş�rq 



AFIYA SPA

Hammams were an important part of the daily lives of the Ottomans.

At the Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet, hammams offer

more than cleaning and bathing culture with the rituals they entail.

Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet's SPA and Fitness Club “Afiya” literally means

“Good health to you,” as well as “health and cleanliness”,

which indeed lives up to its name

by combining tradition with modern day needs.

Afiya SPA & Fitness Club at the -1 floor of Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet

is at your service with snow fountains, steam rooms,

Turkish bath, sauna, massage and skin care units,

fitness club and a swimming pool.
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